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The Veterans' Guide is a companion piece to One Million in the Bank. It has two case studies of

Veterans' who went from nothing to millionaires and specific resources for Veterans.Â Although

invaluable with original material, you should also read the main book, One Million in the Bank: How

to Make $1,000,000 With Your Own Business, Even If You Have No Money or Experience.Â 
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I just finished reading this book and found it to be very useful to all Veterans, especially the "just

returning Veterans". I only wished I had the author's book after returning to the U.S. after being

stationed overseas. It would have helped me in giving me direction and a plan of action, instead I

went through the school of "Hard Knocks" just to get started. This should be an extremely useful

blue print for any Veteran who wants to start his very own business.

Great information. This book is full of useful information for veterans. I have already refeard it to 8

other veterans just today, the day after reading it. Can't wait to get my copy of the big book. A very

easy read as I am not a typical reader. I usually have to make myself read but when I picked this up

I couldn't put it down and finished it in one night. My sister is currently in the Navy and my son just

recently got out of the Army and I have sent it to them. Michael Slavin shows the many ways a

person can get started putting a Million dollars in the bank with little to nothing to start. I would

recomend any veteran to pick up this book and share it with other veterans as well.Chris



JohnsonVeteran/USMC

If you are veteran, and thinking about your next job or career, or just some way to make money to

feed the family, get this pdf. Michael shares real world examples - what other Veterans did,

Veterans that took the plunge, started a business, and shared their story. I think the message is

Veterans actually have an advantage; 1. Being in the military is never going to get rich, there is not

much money to be made in the service - so starting a business and seeing extra cash, more than

you make in the service is monumental. 2. Being in the military is tougher than the other commercial

world. There are strict rules of conduct, certain ways you must do something and an established top

down reporting hierarchy. There is much more freedom in the corporate world. But the structure of

military helps put processes in place that establish a proud brand and reputation. Customers like to

be treated with respect and most folks like to hear the words Sir - Ma'am. Haven't had anyone tell

me not to say that.Get this if just for the resources he lists. It would take hours or days to find all

these organizations that help veterans.
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